
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Coaches: 

How to help your goalies in practice 

 

• 1) Crease movement/skating skills: If your goalies have trained at 
Goalcrease, they will know some drills they can do on their own or with your 
guidance. i.e. Y drill, box, post to post, x, arc, and butterfly slide and recovery drills. 
These should be done each practice. 
 

• 2) PLAY REBOUNDS: Encourage all goalies and skaters to do this. It is should be 
done at high tempo and will make practice more fun and challenging. It requires TIME 
BETWEEN SHOTS. Remember that rebounds are the most challenging plays for goalies 
and not playing rebounds will create bad habits. 
 

• 3) ANGLES: On plays from center ice, goalies should be encouraged to go back to 
the net between shots (when they’re not playing the rebounds) with their chest 
facing up ice. After going back to the net they should gap up to a space beyond the 
top of the crease before taking the next shot. Again, this requires TIME BETWEEN 
SHOTS. Doing this will help goalies get a better feel for their angles and force them 
work harder on forward and backward movement. 
 

• 4) PLAYING THE PUCK: Develop their passing/puckhandlingskills. On breakout 
drills, dump the puck in on or near the net and make the goalie control it before 
passing/setting up the puck for a teammate. Get them involved in the breakout with 
puck skills as well as communication.  

 

• 5) READING PLAYS:  Try to get goalies into game situations in practice besides just 
shots from the slot. In games, goalies see these types of situations: 

 -Rushes/breakaways 
 -Wide angle shots 
 -High cut-across/Low cut-across 
 -Attacks from behind the net (wraparounds/centering passes) 
 -Dump-ins 
 -Tips/screens 
 -Rebounds 
*The most under-practiced areas are Wide Angle Shots and Rebounds.  

 

• 6) Stretching:  Have your goalies work on their flexibility about twice as much as 
the rest of the team.  
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